Using the Pocket Dolly

PUTTING TOGETHER THE POCKET DOLLY:

[ ] Remove dolly from bag.

[ ] Thread the ball head to the flat mount on the dolly. (Note that you may also thread a tripod fluid head on to the flat mount instead of the ball head).

[ ] Remove the quick release plate and affix to camera.

[ ] Once you have positioned the dolly, mount the camera to the QR system. Make sure to lock the locking nut.

[ ] You can manually slide the camera or affix the crank to the dolly and use the crank and belt system.

You can use the pocket dolly on any flat surface: table top, ground, etc. You can also thread two quick release plates or tripods to the bottom of the pocket dolly for additional height. You can also use a tripod/light stand or monopod combination.

BREAKING DOWN:

[ ] Remove camera from ball head/QR.

[ ] Remove quick release plate from camera and reaffix to QR system on ball head.

[ ] Remove ball head and put back in bag. Make sure that the flat mount stays on the dolly head.

[ ] Put pocket dolly back into case. Make sure you velcro it down. If you use the crank, but the crank back in the bubble wrap so that you don't damage the rails.

***Be careful with this thing: it's fragile and expensive!!!

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1). Do not use this in the rain or let it get wet (duh).

2). Put everything back in proper fashion. Make sure the flat mount is on the moving dolly part of the pocket dolly.

3). Never keep this in your car.

4). Be careful with this. It’s expensive and you’re responsible for it. We only have 2. Don’t be that person.